Abstract. The main information of the sequence reads are quality statistics and nucleotide distribution. There are many bioinformatics analysis method to compute quality statistics and create the quality scores and the nucleotide distribution. For learning the sequence reads information of bioinformatics analysis method, we do a sequence reads analysis experiment, and compute quality statistics and create the quality scores and nucleotide distribution graph with the corresponding bioinformatics analysis tools.
Introduction
The quality statistics and nucleotide distribution are the main information of the sequence reads. The quality statistics show the quality scores of each sequence reads such as the min value, the max value, the median value, 1st quartile quality score, 3rd quartile quality score, IQR (Inter-Quartile range), et al. The nucleotide distribution shows the distribution of four nitrogenous bases. DNA has four nitrogenous bases: (A) adenine, (T) thymine, (C) cytosine, and (G) guanine. RNA contains three of these bases -(A), (C), and (G) but not (T). Uracil (U) is found in its place and complements adenine (A) instead in transcription. Transcription is the system that produces a complementary RNA sequence from a strand of DNA [1] [2] .
In this paper, we do a sequence reads analysis experiment with two steps. The first step is to compute the quality statistics and nucleotide distribution with compute quality statistics software [3] , and we analysis the result. The second step is to create the quality scores and nucleotide distribution graph with draw quality score boxplot software and draw nucleotides distribution chart software [3] .
Compute Quality Statistics
Bioinformatics analysis method for sequences has developed rapidly with the application of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology [4] . For the initial sequence reads, we should analysis the main information of the sequence reads such as quality statistics and nucleotide distribution. Compute quality statistics is the software to compute the quality statistics and nucleotide distribution of the sequence reads, and is integrated into the Galaxy scientific workflow [5] [6] [7] . The computing results contain the following fields:
 column = column number.  min = Lowest quality score value found in this column.  max = Highest quality score value found in this column.  Q1 = 1st quartile quality score.  med = Median quality score.  Q3 = 3rd quartile quality score.  IQR = Inter-Quartile range (Q3-Q1).  A_Count = Count of 'A' nucleotides found in this column.  C_Count = Count of 'C' nucleotides found in this column.  G_Count = Count of 'G' nucleotides found in this column.
 T_Count = Count of 'T' nucleotides found in this column.  N_Count = Count of 'N' nucleotides found in this column.
We compute the quality statistics and nucleotide distribution for the select sequence reads with compute quality statistics software, and the output file of compute quality statistics is as Table 1 . 
Create the Quality Scores and the Nucleotide Distribution Graph
For learning and analysis the sequence reads information, we should create the quality scores and nucleotide distribution graph after compute the quality statistics and nucleotide distribution. Draw quality score boxplot is the software to create quality scores graph, and draw nucleotides distribution chart is the software to create nucleotide distribution graph. This software is based on the output file of compute quality statistics, and is also integrated into the Galaxy scientific workflow.
Create the Quality Scores Boxplot Graph. We create quality scores graph base on the above output file of compute quality statistics with draw quality score boxplot software. Quality score boxplot graph shows as Fig. 1 . The x-axis on the graph shows the position in read, and the y-axis on the graph shows the quality score. The quality score is Fred [8] [9] .
In Fig. 1 , the black horizontal lines are medians, the rectangular red boxes show the Inter-quartile Range (IQR) (top value is Q3, bottom value is Q1), and the whiskers show outliers at max. 1.5*IQR.
Create the Nucleotide Distribution Chart Graph. After draw the quality scores boxplot graph, we create a stacked-histogram graph for the nucleotide distribution base on the above output file of compute quality statistics with draw nucleotides distribution chart software. Nucleotide distribution chart graph shows as Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 , The x-axis on the graph shows the position in read, and the y-axis on the graph shows the percent of each nitrogenous bases such as A, G, C, T [10] . If a sequencer is unable to make a base call with sufficient confidence then it will normally substitute an N rather than a conventional base call. In the initial sequence reads, there is many N.
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The blue chart is A, the red chart is C, the green chart is G, the orange chart is T, and the pink chart is N in Fig. 2 . The nucleotides distribution is from Table 1 . For example, A count is 34, C count is 13, G count is 8, T count is 27, and N count is 18 in column 1. Then, the summation count is 100. We can compute the percent of each nitrogenous base. The percent of A is 34%, the percent of C is 13%, the percent of G is 8%, the percent of T is 27%, and the percent of N is 18%. All the above results are corresponding to the length of the charts in Fig. 2 . 
Summary
The quality statistics and nucleotide distribution are the two elements of the sequence reads information. In the bioinformatics analysis method, compute quality statistics is the software for compute the quality statistics and nucleotide distribution, and draw quality score boxplot and draw nucleotides distribution chart are the software for create the quality scores and nucleotide distribution graph.
For learning the sequence reads information of bioinformatics analysis method, we do a sequence reads analysis experiment to compute quality statistics and create the quality scores and nucleotide distribution graph. The experiment results show that compute quality statistics software, draw quality score boxplot software, and draw nucleotides distribution chart software can compute quickly and truly, and draw corresponding graph very well.
